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INTRODUCTION:
Sigginstown Castle is a 16th Century tower-house with a 17th Century dwelling attached to its
north side, a typical addition to a tower-house in later years when security was less of an
issue and comfort/ease of access was more important. There are further outbuildings to the
north, at right-angles to the 17th C dwelling, creating an L-shaped formation of buildings.
Sigginstown Castle is situated in Co. Wexford (ITM Co-ordinates 706253, 607084), is a
recorded archaeological monument and is therefore protected under the National Monuments
Act (130-2014).
Liz and Gordon Jones have made a planning application (Reg.Ref.No:20180037) to renovate
the attached dwelling and to do some reconstruction/conservation works to the tower itself,
including fitting a new roof and rebuilding the battlements to a 16th Century design. This
design will be based on evidence from what remains of the building itself along with early
photographs of the tower, as well as taking information from other towers that exist with their
original battlements intact.
The Author has been asked to compile this report, based on previous experience in obtaining
planning permission for various other tower-houses, including Kilcoe Castle, Skibbereen, Co.
Cork (98/534), Rincolisky Castle, Whitehall, Co. Cork (04/2136), Belvelly Castle, Cobh, Co.
Cork (10/8741) and Castle Pook, Doneraile, Co. Cork (13/5110). Over twenty years of
working with the Irish tower house, including 7 years on-site during the restoration works at
Kilcoe Castle, where she was the site architect, and for the last 2 years, the project manager,
has allowed the Author to obtain experience in both the overall design, as well as the handson day-to-day practical details of castle design.
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This report, relying on information acquired via previous documentation sent in to the
Planning Department, along with desktop research and restricted access to the property
concerned, has been put together to support the application with regard the Request for
Further Information (9th March 2018), concentrating solely on the 16th Century tower itself.
It has been written in conjunction with the reports and drawings compiled by David O’Brien,
Project Architect, Catherine McLoughlin, Project Archaeologist, Michael Tierney,
Conservation Architect and is to be read in conjunction with all documents submitted for the
RFI and the initial planning application.
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1. RESPONSE TO THE RFI FROM WEXFORD COUNTY COUNCIL

•

A full set of plans including measured floor plans for each stage of the tower
house and roof plans
These are being provided by the Project Architect, David O’Brien.

•

A full set of elevations, including details for the proposed doors and windows for
the tower house and attached house.
These are being provided by the Project Architect, David O’Brien. However, details
for the doors and windows to the tower are based on research done at Clara Castle,
Co. Kilkenny, by the applicants and will be as stated below.

•

A full set of sections including relevant details such as the proposal for the
‘original doorway’ (of the tower house) which was blocked in the 20th Century.
The section that the Author has concentrated on is the East section looking West. This
has been the basis of the reconstruction model for this Report:
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Section from East looking West
(Gap between upper and lower halves due to scanner limitations)
The areas drawn in black show the existing building and the areas in green denote the areas
of reconstruction/renovation:
Other sections have been produced throughout the buildings by scanning devices:
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Section from East looking West

West – Looking East
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North – Looking South

2. Doors to Tower:

The front door is blocked and so access to the door’s width and other details are not
possible to survey at present.

Front door at Sigginstown: External, Internal and Detail of Hanging Eye.
It is intended that the proposed front door be the same as that at Clara Castle, Co.Kilkenny

Clare Castle front door showing detail of carved timber hinges fitting into existing hanging
eye and spud stone.
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Internal and External Elevations of proposed door at Sigginstown Castle

A full survey of the doorway, in section and in plan will be submitted to Wexford County
Council on opening up of this doorway and before works to the door commence.
Other doors within the castle will be based on this same design or a derivative thereof, as and
when they may be fitted. As the tower is not to be lived in as such, this would be in the
future.
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3. Windows to Tower:
The windows to the tower, for the most part, are simple arrow loops:

Typical Arrow Loop window opening at Sigginstown Castle
Having visited Clara Castle where similar windows have been made waterproof by the simple
addition of a single pane of Perspex adhered to the inner face of the window, using Mastic or
a similar substance, it is the Applicants’ intention to do the same:

Detail of Perspex window pane at Clara Castle.

A 50mm or so gap would be left at the top of the window opening to allow for ventilation of
the room, while preventing water ingress, other than what is in the atmosphere.
There are some exceptions to this – one being the large window on the East Elevation on the
2nd Level (level above the Vault).
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Photograph of larger window, with carved stone ‘robbed out’ or fallen.

This will need a new stone cill and window in the future, but for now it is proposed that a
temporary timber frame be made and fitted into the opening, with a glass pane and that a
weak lime mortar mix is used to fill around the sides of the window where it is uneven.

Drawing of Proposed oak window to Window on 2nd level – East Elevation.

At a later date, once full access is possible and the window has been fully surveyed – a
proposal for a simple stone window would be considered and the drawings submitted to
Wexford County Council for approval, once the design of the original has been ascertained
(there are usually signs of the removed mullions, etc, that can only bee seen from close
inspection once scaffolding is in place).
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It is suspected that the original window might have been similar to the one in the photograph
below of nearby Clougheast Castle, Co. Wexford:

Clougheast Castle, Co. Wexford.

Detail of window at Clougheast Castle from above photograph.
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4. Specifications for the proposed roof including slate and rooflights.
Looking at the main evidence that still exist regarding the original roof to the tower
house itself, a postcard from 1909 with a photograph of the tower house and adjoining
buildings in a ruinous state, gives an idea of how the tower was structured before it
fell into ruin:

Postcard dated 1909 showing Sigginstown Castle in ruins
A close-up
up of this photograph, focusing on the roof area. shows the top of a pitched
roof just above the remains of the parapets. This is the first clue as to the axis and
pitch of the roof:
oof: A pitch roof running in an East-West
East West direction is evident. When this
photograph is put on the drawing board and the pitch of the roof checked, it is steeper
than it first looks – at measures at 45-degrees:
45

Close-up
up of rooftop from postcard shows remains
remains of battlements with a pitched roof
on main tower running East-West.
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Further investigations at roof level show a socket for a wall plate in the north face of
the watch-tower, suggesting that the base of the rafters lay on a wall plate running
east-west, as per the 1909 photograph:

See socket at base of watch-tower, where wall-plate for roof would have lain.
To add to this, the vaulted ceiling below lies on this east-west axis and it is the
author’s experience that there is no Irish tower house in existence that has a roof line
running contrary to the axis of the vaulted ceiling below: For example, Clara Castle,
Co. Kilkenny, Foulksrath Castle, Co. Kilkenny, Kilcoe Castle, Co. Cork, Belvelly
Castle, County Cork, to name but a few.
The wall-walk area of the tower is not safe to survey without scaffolding in place and
is covered in grass. However, this aerial photograph of the top level gives much
information:
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Aerial view of top of tower (Top of photo is East)

There do not appear to be any stone gables, or evidence of them in the past, so it is
feasible that the gables were, in fact built as a timber frame, clad in slate or weather
boarding (although once the vegetation is cleared, remains of a stone gable might be
found).
The Applicants would like to create a green oak roof, based on the existing medieval
roofs at Foulksrath Castle in Co. Kilkenny:
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Photograph of the original medieval roof at Foulksrath Castle, Co. Kilkenny.

Based on this evidence, a simple gabled roof has been designed to match that in the
photograph, with purlins that are supported by A frame trusses and with rafters resting
on a wall-plate that sits on a stone pad at the inner edge of the wall-walk at roof level.
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Draft design for roof – showing proposed parapets.

The 45-degree pitch roof design has a truss and purlin structure, with rafters over,
covered in sarking boards, battened and slated with a natural slate of a blueish hue to
match those often used in this area in the past, usually imported from Wales. The
Conservation Architect’s report, by Michael Tierney gives details of the proposed
slates to be used.

Detail of Roof and Parapets worked up to full Specification.
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The gables are designed in box-steel frames, clad in oak, painted slate grey, into which can be
set simple fixed glazed windows to the same finish. Glazing to be non-reflective, so as not to
glisten daylight sun:

Gable window design drawing
(Not to scale)

As only the apex of the roof is visible from the ground, as indicated in the 1909 postcard
image shown earlier, this modern insertion of glazing should not impinge on the view of the
tower in any way.
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5. A method statement for the reconstruction of the parapets, including the
form and finish of the proposed chimney
Returning to the detail from the 1909 photograph, a basic sketch was overlaid onto
this image to give rise to the possible pattern of the crenellations:

Detail from 1909 postcard with possible layout of battlements overlaid.

Using this starting point and looking at the remains of the battlement walls, both
around the main tower and on the look-out tower, it was possible to make up a
reconstruction of what was once there. For example, there are stones missing in the
wall up the south side of the look-out tower that suggests that the parapets started at
around this level and, in a similar manner, on the west elevation of the look-out tower,
to the left of the steps that rise up to this level, there are a number of stones missing in
the wall suggesting a higher level of merlon as you climb the steps, giving protection.
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Using this information, a pattern arose that was drawn up in plan:

.
Roof Plan of Crenellations:
(Grey with O = crenels, Green = Lower merlon, Pink = Upper merlons)

The very nature of crenellations is practical, as much as decorative. The highest
merlon is to give total protection from incoming missiles of any kind, the middle one
is to look over and down while still having some protection and the sill, the lowest
level, or crenel, is for shooting from or doing whatever is necessary for the protection
of the castle. For this reason, the front face of the merlon is cut at a steep angle,
usually 50 to 60 degrees – so that one can look down over it and see below. This is
how the height of the merlons has been deduced, along with the width of the parapet
walls themselves, which measure at 300/350mm in places:

The next stage was to draw this up on the foor elevations to see how it worked out
visually:
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Final design overlays to create pattern for battlements.
6. Chimney Design:
A desk-top study was made of other tower house chimney stacks and a standard
chimney design emerged. This might not be the only style, but is common enough to
use as a template for the chimney at Sigginstown:

Cullahill tower chimney and Knockane Tower, Co. Tipperary
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Chimney at Barryscourt Castle, Co. Cork.

This simple chimney cap detail was also drawn on the illustration of Sigginstown for the
Norman Way poster:

Detail of publicity poster for Sigginstown Castle on the Norman Way
By Wexford County Council

Though the roof appear to be drawn on a North-South axis, which is contrary to the
conclusions of this report, this illustration Is a very good representation of how the
crenellations and chimney would have originally been constructed.
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7. Specifications for the proposed floors, including beams and floorboards
Michael Tierney, Conservation architect has written a specification for the careful
removal of debris on the ground floor levels of the tower and the other buildings of
the proposed development. At this point, any services that need to be brought into the
tower, should be run in under the proposed flooring in a service duct that comes in
through the main door, before any new flooring is laid.
For the upper levels of the tower, the applicants would like to reinstate simple floors
in a manner as close as possible to how the original structure might have been. This
would be in accordance to the principals as follows:

Tower Floor Construction Detail

The corbels below the floor would support wall-plates, the size of which can be
ascertained by the sockets that exist at each end of the wall-plate once it is in position
(ie in opposing walls – see Plate 13). These were designed so that the timber wallplate can be fitted in and taken out, if rotten – and replaced. A clever system. The size
of these sockets would need to be a bit larger than the wall plates themselves to allow
for manoeuvre of the beams, thus giving us a clue as to the size of the wall-plate.
The joists would then sit on these wall-plates, and the height of the joist, plus the oak
floorboards laid on top of these, should arrive at the same height as the threshold of
the doorway leading from the stairway into the room. Thus, the height of the joists
can be ascertained.
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Detail of interior of tower that shows features relevant to floor construction.

In the photograph above, in the lower right-hand corner, you can see the socket, under
the doorway, on the wall at right angles to the door. In the lower centre of the
photograph are the corbels that support the wall-plates. The ends of the wall-plates go
int othe sockets. Once this is in position, the height of the joists, along with the
floorboards over, should together reach the threshold of the door to the right of the
fireplace. The hearth-stone of the fireplace would be at this height or somewhat
higher. I have sketched in white, an idea of how the floor would have been placed.
All timbers to be used are to be derived from a source of green oak that the applicants
mean to cut and shape themselves on sit. There is no need for insulation between the
floors at this stage, there being no intention of central heating in the building.

A method statement for the repair, repointing and rendering of the walls.
This is being provided by Michael Tierney, Conservation Architect
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CONCLUSION.
Having helped Liz and Gordon Jones find this property, the Author has grown to know and
respect them, both for their knowledge of medieval buildings and history, as well as their
enthusiasm to create a place which can be shared by others, not just themselves. They have
already had workshops on the premises and will continue to do so and to see a castle come
alive, not just for the privileged few, but to be shared amongst many, is a rare privilege to be
part of this inspiring project.

Bena Stutchbury.
August 2018

*******
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